We present a new tool called the "mv-decomposition", and we describe some interesting algorithmic properties about it. We propose an algorithm with a complexity of O(m) to build a mv-decomposition for each bipartite graph. We use this mv-decomposition to propose a solution to the distance-2 broadcast problem in a synchronous multi-hops radio networks where adjacent transmissions are subject to interferences. More precisely, we propose two algorithms of resolution: the first one guarantees a complete distance-2 broadcast scheme using O((log n) 2 ) slots for a time complexity of O(m(log n) 2 ), while the second builds a solution with a minimal number of transmissions for a time complexity of O(m).
Introduction
In a multi-hops radio network, nodes communicate with each other via multi-hops wireless links. The use of the radio medium implies some restrictions and properties: whenever a node transmits, all the nodes in its communication range may receive the transmission. Incoming messages have to be forwarded to reach nodes which are located at more than one hop from the source. Since all nodes share the same frequency channel, a collision may occurs if two or more neighbors transmit simultaneously, preventing correct reception of the message. This paper deals with the broadcast problem which refers to the sending of a message from a source node to all the other nodes of the network. We consider the simplified communication model used in [4, 5] : nodes send messages in synchronous slots. In each slot each node acts either as a transmitter or as a receiver. A node acting as a receiver in a given slot gets a message if and only if exactly one of its neighbors transmits in this slot. In addition, the topology of the network is assumed to be known by all the nodes. This model has been widely considered to analyze the complexity of the broadcast problem. According to this model, a valid broadcast strategy consists of finding a schedule scheme, i.e. a particular schedule of transmissions among the network nodes.
Many research have focused on producing schedule-based broadcasting schemes in known radio networks. Chlamtac and Kutten have proved that finding a scheme with a minimum number of slots is a NP-Hard problem [4] . Authors from [5] have first proposed a polynomial algorithm in O(nm(log n) 2 ) for constructing a schedule which achieves a broadcast in O(D.(log n) 2 ) slots, where D is the source eccentricity, n the number of nodes and m the number of links. Other results have progressively reduced this bound to O(D. log n + (logn)
2 ) in [2, 11] , then O(D + (logn) 5 ) [9] , to end with O(D + (log n) 4 ) [10] . In this last paper authors announce a schedule scheme for broadcasting which requires O(D + (log n) 3 ) slots when the network graph is planar. In [1] , the authors present a class of 2-diameter graphs which require Ω ((log n) 2 ) slots to complete a broadcast.
The broadcast problem has also been studied under the assumption that the topology is unknown: a first scheme using O(n 11/6 ) slots has been proposed in [6] . This bound has been decreased in multiple works [12, 7, 13 ] to reach O(n(log n) 2 ) slots in [8] . Actual lower bounds for the broadcast problem without knowledge of the topology are in Ω (n log n) [6, 3] . This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present a new tool: the mvdecomposition, and describe some of its algorithmic properties. We use the mvdecomposition in section 3 to propose strategies with performance guarantees for the distance-2 broadcast problem: this problem is a restricted version of the broadcast problem in which the objective consists of informing nodes located at two hops away from the source node. We conclude this section by giving an algorithm which constructs a distance-2 broadcast strategy requiring O((log n)
2 ) slots. The quality of the strategy returned by our algorithm is the same as the solution proposed by [5] , but the computation time complexity is improved from O(nm(log n) 2 
A new tool: the mv-decomposition
This section is organized as follows: in a first step, we propose a common graph model for radio networks, and we introduce some useful definitions and notations. Then we propose a new tool, which we call the mv-decomposition, and pose some algorithmic properties. We also propose an algorithm with a complexity of O(m) to compute an mv-decomposition for each bipartite graph.
Model description and definitions
A radio network is commonly modelized by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V represents the network nodes, and E contains pairs of nodes which can directly communicate. The source node is noted s.
We say that X is a minimal cover (for the inclusion) of Y in G when X is a cover of Y , but none of its subsets is.
For a given cover X of Y in G, we note mv G (X ) the set of neighbors of X which are adjacent to exactly one element of X . Let G = (X,Y, E) be a bipartite graph such that X covers Y . We say that a collection (X i ) i∈I of subsets of X saturates Y in G B when Y = i∈I mv G (X i ). Then the saturation cost of G is the minimal cardinal of a collection of subsets of X which saturates Y in G. We note it σ (G).
The mv-decomposition: definition and properties
In the following sections, let us define X 0 = X and Y 0 = Y . A mv-decomposition of a bipartite graph G consists of the data of an integer K, a collection (X i ) 1≤i≤K of K subsets of X which saturates Y in G, and two others collections (Y i ) 1≤i≤K and (Z i ) 1≤i≤K , such that for each i with X i = / 0 we have :
• Z i is defined such that the subgraph of G induced by X i ∪ Z i is a perfect matching: each vertex has degree 1,
The depth of an mv-decomposition is the smallest value K, for which Y K = / 0. Let us note that, for any collection (X i ) 1≤i≤K which saturates Y in G, one can deduce an mv-decomposition of depth K, by computing the sets Y i and Z i from the knowledge of X i . That is why, in the following, an mv-decompostion is sometime described as the collection (X i ) 1≤i≤K . 
For each i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ K, each vertex x of X i has, for each j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ i, exactly one neighbor in Z j which is not adjacent to any other vertex of X i .
Proof. Let us consider
. Then Y i has some minimal cover X i+1 ⊆ X i . Lemma 1 allows to affirm that for each X i+1 = / 0, Z i+1 is defined and not empty, and then that Y i+1 is strictly included in Y i . This also guarantees that X i+1 is a cover of Y i+1 . This proves points (1), (2) and (3).
For each i and j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ K, we have X i ⊆ X j . Then any vertex x of X i is also a vertex of X j . Since the subgraph of G induced by vertices X j ∪ Z j is a perfect matching, then there exists a vertex z j ∈ Z j adjacent to x but not with any other vertex of X j .
For any mv-decomposition of G with a depth K, we have K ≤ ∆ G (X), where ∆ G (X) is the maximum degree of a node of X in G.
Property 2 Let G = (X,Y, E) be a bipartite graph such that X covers Y . Then for any mv-decomposition of G with a depth K, we have :
K ≤ ∆ G (X)(1)
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the mv-decomposition: definition and application
Where ∆ G (X) is the maximum degree of a vertex of X in G.
Proof. According to points 2 and 4 of property 1, we have d G (x) ≥ K. This allows us to conclude.
We propose the algorithm "mv-decomposition" which computes an mv-decomposition from a given bipartite graph G = (X,Y, E). 
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Proof
Thereafter, for a given x ∈ X :
• The part of code between lines 9 and 16 is executed at most once, and consists of suppressing the vertex x from G.
• The part of code between lines 17 and 21 is executed at most d G (x) times.
The part of code between lines 9 and 15 has a complexity of O(d G (x)) (by using advanced implementation techniques). The part of code between lines 17 and 21 has a complexity of O (1) .
It is concluded that the overall complexity of the algorithm is of the order of :
3 Using the mv-decomposition to solve the distance-2 broadcast problem
We employ the mv-decomposition to define solutions with performance guarantees for the distance-2 broadcast problem in multi-hops synchronous radio networks. This problem is a particular case of the broadcast-problem and can be described as follows: let us consider a single source broadcast problem. After the first slot is completed, all the nodes which are adjacent to the source node have a knowledge of the broadcasted information. Their transmissions must be scheduled in order to inform all the nodes that are two hops away from the source. A recursive approach of this process, depending on the distance of nodes from the source, allows to broadcast the message on the whole network. The data can be restricted to a bipartite graph G = (X,Y, E B ) where X and Y respectively denotes the set of vertices at distance 1 and 2 of s in G, and E the set of possible direct communications: E B = {x, y}|x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, {x, y} ∈ E . We say that finding a distance-2 broadcast strategy consists of broadcasting a single message from nodes of X to nodes of Y . In a synchronous model, two important criterias are the number of required slots, and the number of realized transmissions.
In the first sub-section, we use the mv-decomposition to propose a distance-2 broadcast strategy with a minimal (not minimum, which is an NP-hard problem) number of transmissions, and a number of slots bounded by the maximum degree of the graph. In the second sub-section, we propose an algorithm to compute a distance-2 broadcast strategy with O(log n) 2 ) slots, for a time complexity of O(m(log n) 2 ).
Minimizing both the number of slots and the number of transmissions
Let I be an instance of the distance-2 broadcast problem composed of a bipartite graph G = (X,Y, E) such that X covers Y . The following theorem establishes a link between a cover of Y in a bipartite graph, and the number of required transmissions for the distance-2 broadcast problem on the same graph.
Theorem 2 Let G = (X,Y, E) be a bipartite graph such that X covers Y . Then we have :

If C is a minimal cover of Y , then there exists a broadcast strategy from X to Y with a minimal number of transmissions equal to the cardinality of C. 2. Finding a broadcast strategy with a minimum number of transmissions is tantamount to finding a minimum cover.
Proof. Let C ⊆ X be a minimal cover of Y of cardinality k, with C = {c i } 1≤i≤k .
Let us consider the following strategy : during each slot exactly one node of C is transmitting. All the nodes of C have transmitted the information after k slots, and no interference has occurred. Thus all the nodes of Y have successfully received the information, and we infer points 1 and 2. The number of transmissions is clearly equal to the cardinality of the cover C. Let us note that as C is minimal, each element of C has to transmit at least once. Q.E.D.
Let us consider a collection (X i ) 1≤i≤K of subsets of X resulting from the mvdecomposition of G. We define a second strategy S 2 as follows :
• During the first slot, all the nodes of X K transmit the message.
• During the slot i with 2 ≤ i ≤ K, all the nodes of X K+1−i − X K+2−i transmit the message.
This second strategy differs from the previous one in the fact that when a node transmits at slot i, it does not transmit anymore. We propose the following property :
Property 3
The strategy S 2 produces a complete broadcast from X to Y .
sketch of proof:
We recall that X i+1 ⊆ X i for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Each node of X 1 transmits exactly once. The validity of this strategy can be deduced if we compare it with S 1 .
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The number of used slots by strategy S 2 is K. Its cost in number of transmissions is equal to:
If the set X 1 is a minimal cover of Y , then we obtain a valid broadcast strategy (all the nodes will receive the information), where the number of transmissions is minimal, in accordance with Theorem 2.
With both strategies S 1 and S 2 , the number of used slots is less or equal than ∆ G (X), in agreement with property 2. We show in the following sub-section that we can obtain a strategy with a better cost in term of number of slots.
Minimizing the number of slots
In this sub-section, we propose another strategy to solve the distance-2 broadcast problem. The objective is here to minimize the number of used slots, regardless the number of effective transmissions.
Our approach consists of showing that one can ensure that enough number of nodes of Y could receive the message in exactly one slot. By generalizing this property, we obtain a valid broadcast strategy, and we evaluate its cost in number of slots. First we establish some properties concerning the receptivity, ie the maximum number of nodes that can receive a transmission correctly in one slot.
Property 4 Let G = (X,Y, E) be a bipartite graph such that X covers Y . Then the receptivity ρ(G) satisfies the following inequation:
, then we have :
is deduced again from the definition of ρ(G).
As an immediate corollary of property 4, we have :
In fact, we are going to improve this bound to show that :
Property 5 Let G = (X,Y, E) be a bipartite graph such that X covers Y . Then for each mv-decomposition for G, we have :
Proof. According to point 4 of property 1, each node x of X i has in each Z j , with 1 ≤ j ≤ i, a neighbor which is not adjacent to any other vertex of X i . According to point 2 of the same property, these i neighbors are pairwise distinct. 
where H n is the harmonic number H n = 1 +
Proof. The first inequality of (3) stems from the definition of ρ(G). The second is deduced from the followings:
Now we prove the inequality 4. Let y be any vertex of Y . According to point 2 of property 1, y ∈ Z i for one i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ K. According to point 3 of the same property, y ∈ mv G (X i ).
, and allows us to conclude.
Theorem 4 Let G = (X,Y, E) be a bipartite graph such that X covers Y . Then :
ρ(G) ≥ |Y | 1 + ln∆ G (X) (5) σ (G) ≤ ∆ G (X)(6)
(Let us remind that σ (G) is the saturation cost of G, i.e. the minimal cardinality of a collection of subsets of X which saturates Y in G). We note it σ (G).
Proof. Can be deduced from theorem 3 and property 2, bearing in mind that the harmonic number H n is an increasing function of n which satisfies H n ≤ 1 + lnn.
We propose the following algorithm : 
Let us note u n the cardinality of the set R after the n th iteration. Then we have :
Let (v n ) n∈N be the geometric sequence defined as:
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Indeed :
While ln(1 + x) ≤ x, in order that v n < 1, it requires that ln |Y | − n 1+ln|Y | < 0, soit n > ln |Y | × (1 + ln|Y |).
Clearly we have v n ≥ u n , ∀n and then L ≤ ln |Y | × (1 + ln|Y |).
Theorem 6
The algorithm "Saturation" has a time complexity of O(m × (ln |Y |) 2 ).
Proof. During each iteration, the algorithm computes an mv-decomposition. In agreement with theorem 1, any mv-decomposition can be computed in O(m). Let us recall that the number of iterations of this algorithm is in O((ln |Y |) 2 ), in accordance with theorem 5.
Thus, we have proposed an algorithm to compute a strategy using O((log n) 2 ) slots. The quality of the solution returned by our algorithm is the same as the algorithm of [5] , but we have improved the complexity from O(mn(log n) 2 ) to O(m(log n) 2 ).
Conclusion
We have proposed the mv-decomposition as a new theoretical tool with interesting algorithmic properties. These properties have been used to develop different algorithms for the distance-2 broadcast problem in multi-hops synchronous radio networks. The mv-decomposition allows to create broadcast solutions where the number of transmissions is minimal, ensuring a number of slots below the maximum degree of the graph. The algorithm which computes this solution has a complexity of O(m).
We have also proposed an algorithm which builds a distance-2 broadcast strategy of O((ln |Y |) 2 ) slots for a time complexity O(m(log n) 2 ). This improves the result of [5] which announces a broadcast strategy with the same number of slots for a time complexity O(mn(log n) 2 ). An interesting perspective would be to adapt the mvdecomposition for the distance-3 broadcast problem, by including a weight function on the elements of Y , and to generalize this approach for the broadcast problem on arbitrary graphs.
